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DUST PROTECTION

THE inhalation of dust has always been a
potential hazard for those operating in the
woodworking trade sector.
However, DustCanary’s new light-weight
wearable devices can help to mitigate the
risks posed by dust across a wide range of
working environments.
They are compact and do not feature any
sampling tubes, or waist worn pumps - thus
avoiding catch hazards.
Real-time visual and audible alarms are
derived from an innovative optical particle
counter and serve to warn when a worker is
being exposed to increased respirable dust.
Instantaneous information on changing
levels of exposure initiate the action that

workers should take in order to minimise
their exposure to dust.
Weighing less than 150g and small enough
to be worn on a lapel in the breathing zone
of the worker, DustCanary wearables are
convenient to wear on a daily basis and can
therefore provide continuous protection.
DustCanary’s CPAM also allows inhalable
dust to be monitored over an eighthour shift in line with Health and Safety
Executive requirements.
Live data can be used to identify “hot
spots”, including changes to exposure levels,
due to local exhaust ventilation (LEV)
performance, changes in dust creating
process, or in dust control processes.

For further information tel the company on 01223 979200.Visit https://dustcanary.com

IS YOUR VACUUM
PUMP FAILING?

IS your CNC machine playing up?
Are you worried that you’ll need to
replace it? Tired of wasting wood,
due to repeated cutting issues?
Becker has got good news. It
might not be a fault with the
machine itself. It’s unlikely it’s the
materials you’re using. And there’s
nothing wrong with your skills as a
woodworker. The problem might be
your vacuum.
One company which can certainly
help is Becker UK. Please turn to
Page 5 of this issue to find an indepth analysis on the many benefits
of ensuring that vacuum equipment
is fit for purpose as detailed by
director of Becker UK, Richard
Oxley.

A HANDY
ALL-ROUNDER

A QUALITY SOLUTION

THE Martin T75 sliding table saw provides
the freedom to perform each angle cut on
the cross-cut fence and rip fence exactly as
required.
Since 1922 Martin has been producing
quality woodworking solutions worldwide.
The renowned German woodworking
machinery manufacturer has released a

WITH the launch of the new KSC 60 cordless
sliding compound mitre saw, Festool has
created a handy all-rounder, featuring Liion battery power and the latest generation
brushless motors, all of which make it a real
front runner.
The brushless EC-TEC motor, combined with
dual battery system, ensures maximum power
that lasts all day long.
The battery-operated KAPEX KSC 60 is
claimed to be as strong as an ox, yet ultra-

flexible in operation thanks to mitre angles of
up to 60 deg on both sides and a bevel angle of
up to 46 deg – on the right-hand side – or 47
deg – on the left-hand side.
The twin-column guide with two bearings
ensures that the saw blade is guided smoothly
and with precision. This ensures that every cut
made is perfect, free of wobbles, or juddering.
For full details of this newly launched product
from Festool, please turn to Page 7 of this issue.

number of award-winning product lines
over the years. As a result of this, Martin is
now reckoned to be one of the most trusted
names in the woodworking machinery
trade sector.
See all the latest that Martin has to offer at
Holz-Handwerk from July 12-15 in Hall 9
Stand 303.

For further information tel Martin on 00 49 8332 9110. Visit www.martin.info

VENJAKOB HAS ALL THE RIGHT
SURFACE COATING SOLUTIONS
More on Pages 8 & 9 of this issue
To find all the latest news online go to www.industrialwoodworking.co.uk •
july 2022
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INCREASE PRODUCTION CAPACITY
WITH the help of A TUBE LIFTER
supplied by PALAMATIC

LOADING boards on to machinery can be an arduous task
for operators within a woodworking production facility.
Often this can be a two person task and comes with the risk of
injury. It can also slow down the speed of production.
A solution to this is vacuum tube lifting technology, which
offers a safe, simple and effective solution to product lifting and
positioning in the workplace.
Palamatic has worked with customers within the
woodworking industry for 35 years and understands the most
effective methods that work best for the operator.
A vacuum tube lifter offers a very safe and easy solution for
moving product within a manufacturing process. It consists
of an electric vacuum pump, a lift tube assembly and an end
effector.
The system lifts via suction created by the vacuum in a similar
way a vacuum cleaner sucks up dust and makes the product
weightless to the operator.
The jib, or suspension crane that the lifting systems are hung
from is critical to offering an ergonomic solution that works for
the operator.
Palamatic can provide H Style gantry systems to cover large
areas, but its popular smaller swing jibs and low headroom
centre posts can fit into areas where space is an issue.
Whether the application is to lift boards, doors or furniture,
it is crucial to understand the sequence of operation in full and
the characteristics of the product being handled when choosing
a lifting solution.
The most common wood materials handled by Palamatic’s
lifting systems include Trespa Jumbo boards, Spandrel panels,
MDF, MFC, Chipboard, Wood, Plywood and Sterling board.
Products handled include boards, doors, furniture, staircases,
planks, timber sections, laminate surfaces and cabinets.

Palamatic regularly provides equipment for applications
including loading and unloading vertical panel saws, beam
saws, dimension saws, flat bed CNC stations edge-banders,
laminators, paint lines and tilt tables.
Palamatic is also often asked to rotate boards through 90,
or 180 degrees for loading and unloading purposes. Another
common request is to grip doors by their edges, instead of
using suction on the flat face to avoid wet paint/glue, which its
systems can do with ease.
With Palamatic’s 22,000ft2 factory based in Chesterfield,
Derbyshire, the company is well placed to visit customer
sites and for customers to send it samples to test prior to
manufacturing their vacuum tube lifter.
Palamatic uses its on-site fabrication centre to design
solutions where an element of the application is unique to the
customer.
In order to meet Health and Safety regulations, it is crucial
that equipment is serviced regularly. Palamatic offers service
contracts that include a thorough examination of customer
equipment and replacement of parts to keep equipment and
production running.
For further information tel Palamatic on 01246 452054.
Visit www.palamatic.com

SMARTBENCH PRECISION PRO - THE FUTURE
OF PORTABLE LARGE-FORMAT ROUTERS
cuts without the need for the operator to use a computer.
YETI Tool, the home of the CNC Multi-tool SmartBench,
has launched an updated and improved Precision Pro model,
Precision Pro is the latest development in the SmartBench
which the company believes represents the future of portable
CNC routing machine range and provides users with the
large-format routing machines for 2022 and beyond.
same reliable and repeatable performance as the Standard and
It’s the flagship product in terms of Smart CNC routers and is
Precision models.
perfect for delivering a supreme level of accuracy and ongoing
SmartBench Precision Pro continues Yeti Tool’s ongoing
performance from a CNC router.
mission of providing a CNC that produces finished parts
The Precision Pro SmartBench has new and exclusive features
added as the next level up from the SmartBench
Precision model, which include:
The SmartBench Precision Pro from Yeti
. Real-time spindle load display to access all
Tool - a unique, portable large-format
CNC router, which provides affordable
cutting information.
and accessible entry into the CNC
. Additional lead screw to improve rigidity in the
market for business owners
Z axis.
and hobbyists alike.
. Laser X/Y Datum to set a job start point
accurately and quickly.
The Precision Pro SmartBench comes with
ShapeCutter, a new console-based cutting App,
which provides a powerful tool at the user’s
fingertips.
ShapeCutter allows users to quickly cut 2D
shapes and they can also use Vcarve Pro and other
software, such as Fusion 360 for more complex
cuts.
ShapeCutter also provides a point-by-point job
wizard that makes getting started a straightforward
process.
Plans are in place to develop more Apps on the
console to help users complete more complicated
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time and time again. As with other SmartBench routers,
Precision Pro gives users the ability to start with ShapeCutter to
familiarise themselves with the process.
The easy-to-use set-up wizard walks you through the cut,
while dedicated tabs allow navigation through set-up tasks.
Users can move on to more complicated projects seamlessly.
‘SmartBench is different to all the other machines, because it
offers full-sheet CNC cutting, but the patented mechanics
pack down into a small size,’ saysYeti Tool co-founder and
co-director, Andy McLaren.
‘It’s very fast to deploy anywhere and is opening up
opportunities to bring CNC routing in-house for smalland medium-sized businesses,’ he adds.
‘Previously, the realm of CNC was a scary place with
the need for trained operators. SmartBench Precision
Pro helps our customers to find the confidence in this
technology, enabling them to expand their commercial
offering.
‘SmartBench Precision Pro offers a professional solution
with a reasonable price. The user experience is easy-touse, intuitive and powerful.
SmartBench is claimed to be the world’s first portable
large-format CNC router.
‘We’re confident that the updates to our Precision Pro
model will make it hugely popular in 2022,’ concludes
Andy.
For further information tel Yeti Tool Ltd on
01275 217060. Visit www.yeti.tool.com
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VACUUM PUMPS FOR THE WOODWORKING SECTOR

VACUUM PUMPS FOR CNC
ROUTING TABLES

BECKER UK offers a complete line of vacuum solutions for
the woodworking industry, including 100 per cent oil-less,
dry vacuum pumps, deep vacuum oil-flooded pumps, rotary
claw and the company’s Advantage-W multi-vacuum pump
systems.
These solutions minimise maintenance requirements, offer
what are claimed to be the most efficient pumps and systems
in the world and provide the strong vacuum hold-down that is
imperative for keeping parts in place and reducing scrap.
Becker claims to have more experience providing pumps for
router vacuum hold-down applications for CNC tables than
any other industry manufacturer. OEMs rely on Becker because

the company understands their needs and responds with the
appropriate solutions
If you’re an OEM, you have the advantage of knowing that a
staff of experienced application engineers is available to work
with you during the design stage to ensure that your equipment
is optimised for efficient vacuum use.

PUMP SIZING FOR CNC ROUTER TABLES

Generally speaking, when you want to match the right pump
to the table size, you need 5.5 CFM/ft2 of surface area for spoil
board, or nested base tables. Due to the small suction cups
utilised by pod and rail tables, they require far less flow and
typically use one size pump.

CNC VACUUM PUMPS FOR YOUR
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Becker manufactures a wide variety of high-quality, powerful
vacuum pumps for the various machines used in joinery
workshops.
By using Becker pumps, you will receive the following
benefits:

BECKER VACUUM PUMPS AND SYSTEMS
• Greater hold downforce.
• Maximum horsepower efficiency.
• Low maintenance.
• Easy and fast to service.

EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER SERVICE

(This sizing chart is for estimating purposes only and you should consult a trained Becker representative to match the correct
pump to your specific table. All calculations are based on sea level applications.)

• Experienced technical support.
• Knowledgeable inside sales and customer service.
• Fast turnaround time.
• In-house vacuum pump repair service.
• Becker genuine replacement parts.
• Large inventory.
• Same-day shipping available.
Becker understands that router breakdowns are costly, due to
lost production and maintenance downtime. Becker’s pumps
solve both of these problems—and that’s why more workshops
choose Becker!

For further information tel Becker UK on 01482 835280.
Visit www.becker-international.com/uk

VACUUM PUMPS – THE VITAL PRODUCTION
ENGINE THAT KEEPS YOUR BUSINESS FLOWING
“claws” that are machined to exact tight tolerances to produce
VACUUM is ever present in many industries. Despite being
the required vacuum.
vital to the production process in so many diverse fields,
vacuum can be taken for granted, or even forgotten altogether
The advantage of this technology is that there are no vanes
– perhaps because vacuum units are often hidden away inside to change. However, the units can be noisier than their dry
a machine, or tucked away under footboards, or even moved
running counterparts and, if they do fail, with the claw
into pump rooms away from everything else in the factory.
suffering mechanical pick up, then repairs can be costly.
However, if these units fail, everything can stop, production
Nevertheless, the life span of a claw unit should be substantial,
lines can fail and costly machines can fall silent, costing
even if the initial investment is higher.
businesses thousands.
There is also the prospect of centralising your vacuum
And if you’re unlucky, failures happen, just when production
requirement into a pump room, or area away from the factory
is at its busiest, or when there is that urgent job to finish for
floor. This reduces noise and heat in the workplace, helps
your most important customer.
with energy saving and makes access to the units for routine
maintenance easier.
With this in mind, preventative maintenance of your vacuum
units should be fundamental to the workings of the production,
Units are linked in from the pump room to a ring main,
or maintenance department.
which circles the factory and pipe drops are made from there to
relevant machines.
Vacuum units for the woodworking industry tend to fall into
two different categories of stand-alone pump units, the most
Centralised control ensures that the pump units and motors
common being the dry running rotary vane type but, more
are being worked efficiently and “on demand” not at full
recently, claw pumps, which are the latest technology to make
capacity when they don’t need to be.
an impact in this market.
There is a capital expenditure to consider for centralising any
Dry running rotary vane units utilise a well-proven
vacuum system, but the return on investment is made through
technology that has been the mainstay of CNC equipment and
energy savings and maintenance down time costs.
vacuum jigs for many years.
There are some types of pump it is best to avoid – or replace,
They are robust and reliable and, with the right maintenance
if you already use them.
schedule can be free from
extremely inconvenient
failures and expensive
repairs.
These units probably need
checking approximately
every 2000 hours of use for
vane wear, filter cleaning
and for greasing points to be
undertaken.
Claw units are the relatively
new pumps on the block.
VTLF2.250 rotary vane.
PA.155 claw unit.
They have rotating lobes, or
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Vacuum Pumps UK customer, the Box Drawer company, runs
a 3m x 2m vacuum bed. The pumps are vital to this equipment
– but out of sight.
Some woodworkers use oil lubricated rotary vane type
pumps, which produce a level of vacuum too deep for the
holding process and can exhaust oil mist into the factory and
be troublesome at best.
It is worth looking at independent pump companies, such as
Vacuum Pumps UK, which not only offer new, refurbished and
hire pumps at competitive prices, but also have experts on hand
for planned maintenance and repairs, as well as offering spare
parts.
The advantage of shopping away from the manufacturers not
only gives you a lower price point, but also gives you a truly
independent assessment of the best and most cost-effective
option for you.
So don’t neglect your pumps! They are a key component in
your production. Having a good maintenance routine and a
reliable source for pump products means that you will be able
to concentrate on your production throughput and efficiencies
and thus maximise revenue and margins.
For further information tel Vacuum Pumps on 0113 208 8507.
Visit www.vacuumpumpsuk.com
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WOODWORKERS: THREE SIGNS THAT
YOUR VACUUM PUMP IS FAILING

Director of Becker UK, Richard Oxley speaks on the many benefits of ensuring vacuum equipment is fit for purpose ...

IS your CNC machine playing up? Are you worried that you’ll
need to replace it? Tired of wasting wood, due to repeated cutting
issues? Becker has got good news. It might not be a fault with the
machine itself. It’s unlikely it’s the materials you’re using. And
there’s nothing wrong with your skills as a woodworker. The
problem might be your vacuum.
A poor, weak, or inadequate vacuum can cause a whole host
of problems that are often blamed on other things. So, if you’re
experiencing any of these issues, then your vacuum pump should be
the first thing you investigate:
• Poor quality cuts – if your vacuum is weak, your boards can slip
during cutting, resulting in poor quality, irregular, or inaccurate
cuts. This results in wastage, which could otherwise be avoided.
• Chipping of boards – if your vacuum isn’t holding your board in
place with enough force and the boards move, or vibrate during
machining, this can cause the board to chip. Again, this causes
wastage that could otherwise be avoided.
• Damaged tooling – a poor vacuum can lead to increased vibration,
which can cause damage to tooling. Not only does this result in extra
cost in repairing, or replacing parts, but it can also delay production,
or cause unplanned downtime.
The cost to your business
If you’re worried about the cost of replacing your vacuum, don’t be.
While there might be an initial cost to investing in quality parts, the
cost of not investing will be much higher.
In wastage – chipped boards and inaccurate cuts mean wasted
materials. Even if you’re only experiencing problems every now and
then, these will still add up and the problem will only get worse.
In running and maintenance costs – damaged tooling means

Becker’s BCV 300/

replacement parts and replacement parts cost money. On top of this,
an inefficient pump will be using way more energy than it should,
adding to your energy bill (and your carbon foot-print).
In downtime – if a vacuum pump is down, the machine cannot
operate, resulting in unplanned downtime. This will impact the
progress of any current jobs, costing you money, but also your
reputation. Ignoring your pump problems is like throwing money
away, so it pays to resolve the issue quickly
What’s causing the problem?
There are many variables that could be contributing to a poor
vacuum and it is sometimes difficult to identify the issue. However,
the good news is, if you can figure out the problem, you might not
need a new pump at all.
Dust and debris – the issue could be as simple as a build-up of dust
and debris. Make sure that you clean your spoil boards, router tables
and seals before the placement of new work pieces.
Incorrect set-up – the way your machine is set up could be causing
the issue. For example, if gaskets aren’t cut and fitted correctly, the
tolerance between ends might be too high, affecting your vacuum
pressure.
Leak in the vacuum system – if you have a leak in your vacuum
process, this will most certainly be causing problems with your
vacuum pressure.
Lack of servicing – poor maintenance of the filter unit will increase
the pressure loss over the filter, resulting in a reduced vacuum level.
It could also lead to filters rupturing and damaging the pump.
Wrong type of pump or filter – for fine composite materials, some
vacuum pumps need a filter with a lower micron rating. Without the
correct filter, some particles may enter and potentially damage the
pump’s internal mechanics.
Actions you can take
The first priority should be making sure your vacuum equipment
is fit for purpose and as energy efficient as possible. Overkill vacuum
solutions are commonly used and, although you may not notice any
issues with performance, these solutions could be resulting in a great
deal of wasted energy.
In order to maximise energy efficiency, you can use a pump with
a variable frequency drive. This can be an effective way of reducing
energy costs by up to 25 per cent.
Depending on the machinery and the required operations, your
vacuum could be better utilised with a rotary claw pump rather than
vane. Becker claw pumps have been designed for minimal noise
emissions, keeping your production area quieter too.
Once you’ve got the right vacuum system in place, servicing
and maintaining it is your next priority. Becker yearly services are

Becker VTLF Rotary Vane Vacuum Pump
carried out by expert engineers and the company only uses
genuine Becker parts. The company’s engineers are also available

on a 24-hour call-out to keep your machines operating around the
clock.

Make it Becker
Becker has over 100 years of experience in the vacuum industry
and all the company’s pumps meet rigorous standards. Becker
products are built for reliability and longevity and there are pumps
active which are today within the woodworking industry that have
been running for over 20 years.
Every product supplied by Becker has been designed for
performance and efficiency. Becker’s VX series, for example, has
been designed to increase vane life by up to 20,000 operating hours.
As well as stand-alone pumps, Becker can also design and
implement central vacuum systems. As all your pumps are in one
central location away from the production area, you reduce noise
and heat levels on the factory floor.
A centralised system is lower maintenance and easier to access,
plus you minimise machine downtime, as back-up pumps will kick
in should a primary pump fail.

Need help with your vacuum systems?

If you’re experiencing any of the issues outlined in this article,
or would like to find out how your woodworking operation could
benefit from centralised vacuum systems, we’d love to help.

For further information tel Becker on 01482 835 280.
Visit www.becker-international.com/uk

PIN-POINT ACURACY FROM STRIEBIG
WITH 75 years of experience in building high-quality wooden
cases, crates and cardboard boxes, Alban Cases Ltd has built-up
an enviable client list, working with established names, such as
McLaren Automotive, Aspreys, Aston Martin, News International
and Red Bull.
Already owners of two Striebig Compact vertical panel saws – which
are currently shared with its sister company, Alban Shipping Ltd – the
Luton-based manufacturer has invested in a third Striebig Compact,
dedicated to the production of wood and panel-based cases and
creates.
‘If you’re looking to store, ship, or protect an item, our team can
manufacture a unique solution that meets the demands of any job,’
says office manager at Alban Cases, Adam Blacow.
‘Every case we make is bespoke and we don’t require a minimum
order quantity.
‘Depending on the weight and size of the item, we will use 9-18mm
thick 8ft x 4ft plywood sheets, or sustainable timber up to 4m in
length.
‘The base is either formed of planks, or re-inforced with softwood
batons. This lends itself to huge order variation and the need for
flexible machining.
‘This month alone has seen us complete an order consisting of over
90 cases - 80 of which were different sizes,’ says Adam.
Over the past 12-months, demand for the company’s cases and
crates has grown significantly, resulting in the company adapting its

Office manager at Alban Cases, Adam Blacow.

business model and focusing almost exclusively on the wood case and
crate market.
‘Our two original Striebig’s were running at full capacity,’ explains
Adam.
‘In order for us to keep up with growing demand, fulfil more orders
and maintain our 7-10 day lead time, we needed to invest in another
vertical panel saw to cut our material to size.
‘It was always going to be a Striebig,’ admits Adam.
‘We’ve been running them for over 15 years and they’ve been a great
asset to our business. They are built to last, have remained consistently
accurate and get the job done with zero fuss. They’re also a firm
favourite with the team, who rarely use our table saw,’ says Adam.
When sourcing his third Striebig, Adam considered a more
automated model with optimisation software, like the Standard S or
Control, to simplify the cutting process even more, but it was TM
Machinery that suggested a like-for-like Compact, due to the amount

concludes Adam.

For further information visit www.tmmachinery.co.uk

Alban Cases are now completing more than 30 crates a week
and have the means to take on more orders without increasing
labour costs thanks to the Striebig.
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of cuts they would be performing and their preferred sheet sizes.
‘TM looked at our operation and what we wanted to achieve and a
higher spec model was simply not required.
‘The Compact offered us everything we needed: flexibility, simple
set-up and pin-point accuracy. It was also a cheaper option, which
shows the integrity of TM’s sales team. They gave us their honest
opinion and it was the right call for us,’ says Adam.
The model was teamed with an AL-KO Mobil Jet 160, which offers
quiet operation, effective dust extraction and a manual filter shaker.
It’s the ideal solution for single-machine extraction and a fraction
of the price a static dust extraction system would cost to design and
install.
Since the new saw was installed six months ago, it’s certainly been
put to good use.
‘It’s allowing us to be much more flexible,’ says Adam.
‘We’ve been able to fulfil urgent jobs and cater for last minute order
changes more easily.
‘We’re now completing more than 30 crates a week and have the
means to take on more orders without increasing our labour costs’
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The Striebig Compact offers flexibility. simple set-up and
pin-point accuracy.
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INVESTING TO PROGRESS IN
both TRUCKS & PEOPLE

A BRAND new degree course offered by Sheffield Hallam
University has commenced: the BSc (Honours) Packaging
Professional degree apprenticeship.
There are 12 places on the first course, five of which are
occupied by employees of Kite Packaging keen to become experts
in their field to support the continued growth of the largest online
packaging distributor in the UK.
Kite Packaging has heavily invested in the personal growth and
training of its staff since their founding when they began their
graduate scheme in the same year.
This new qualification combines the studying of a university
course alongside 30+ hours of employment a week, thus allowing
the individuals to gain invaluable industry experience in addition
to specialist learning. This aligns seamlessly with Kite’s values of
work ethic partnered with perpetual education.
Over the four years, the course will cover a range of modules
including Art & Design aspects of packaging with sustainability,
project management and analytical considerations.

Additionally, engineering areas, such as materials science,
testing & regulations and manufacturing & production will
be taught in depth, completed with Personal Professional
Development studies.
By being able to apply the learning directly into a workplace, the
employee is granted an excellent balance of theory understanding
and hands-on training.
The students will gain a specialised qualification without having
to pay any student fees all while earning a salary and the company
will acquire highly skilled workers equipped with the knowledge
to shape the future of the packaging industry.
As a company powered by employee share-ownership, Kite
is dedicated to the continual growth of its individuals for the
amplified benefit of the group as a whole.
Elsewhere, Kite Packaging has elevated its enterprise with the
introduction of eight new delivery vehicles in order to continue
the company’s rapid levels of growth.

This investment will supplement the vast increase in demand
for Kite’s packaging products, allowing the business to maintain
a quick delivery turnaround. Currently, Kite has a standard
2-4 working day delivery, which is free for orders over £100
and the option to upgrade to next working day delivery for an
additional fee.
The updated trucks are the latest specification DAF 18 tonne
Euro 6 rigid body lorries with a combination of tail lifts and
towbars.
They will be stationed at the North East, Rotherham, Midlands,
Swindon, Letchworth and Portsmouth Regional Distribution
Centres (RDCs).
Therefore, this development will have significant impact
across the country, empowering Kite to have a greater all-round
accessibility to its customers.
For further information tel Kite Packaging on 024 7624 0065.
Visit www.kitepacking.co.uk

A WISE DECISION IN THE WAREHOUSE

BUSINESSES are seizing the opportunity to utilise cuttingedge technology, increasing their offering and unlocking the
true potential for warehouse automation.
One such company which has seized the opportunity to
do just that is L & S Engineers - one of the UK’s largest and
most successful spare parts companies, supplying spares and
consumables to large businesses, as well as to local councils,
smaller firms and to the public. The company currently
operates the Q3 robot by WiseRobotics.
The Q3 robot is both quick and compact, ideal for rapid
goods-to-person solutions, or accelerated inventory movement
operations, achieving faster picking times.
L&S has achieved a productivity improvement of 40 per cent
in the company’s warehouse operations, with pick throughput
being up by 150 per cent. Likewise, there has been a reduction
by more than half in the company’s pick error rate, due to pick
to light, touch screen and static pick stations.
Additionally, replenishment throughput has since doubled
and space utilisation is up by 26 per cent with only two aisles

needed as opposed to three previously. The company’s stock
accuracy is up, with stock now being secured more carefully in
order not to fall off mobile racks, creating a cleaner and tidier
warehouse overall.
For further information tel Wise Robotics UK on
01522 704083. Visit www.wiserobotics.com

PROGRAM OF SCALING UP THE IN-HOUSE
PRODUCTION OF RESIN MANUFACTURING

AkzoNobel has announced plans to invest in the expansion of
in-house resin manufacturing as part of its Grow & Deliver
strategy.
The scale-up program, which is already underway, will help
build resilience against supply disruptions, while making an
important contribution to achieving the company’s financial and
Scope 3 (upstream) carbon reduction ambitions.
Resins are a key ingredient for making coatings; they’re used
as a binder to hold the pigment particles together and provide
adhesion to the coated surface.
‘All of our businesses use resin and while we produce a good
proportion of what we need ourselves, commodity and other
specialty resins need to be sourced from third parties,’ explains
AkzoNobel’s chief commercial officer for performance coatings,
Michael Friede.
‘Further investing in our own resin capabilities will help us to
secure sustainable business growth, as well as supporting our
innovation pipeline and sustainability targets,’ he adds.
The plans include investing in sites, equipment and the people
needed to optimally run them. They were developed after an

internal resins team was tasked with investigating opportunities
to unlock more value and make the company more selfsufficient. The investment is expected to contribute around €15
to €20m in EBITDA by 2023.
‘It quickly became apparent that investing in our own resin
capability was the way to go,’ continues Michael.
‘It will enable us to secure raw material supply to optimally
support our Grow & Deliver ambitions and, at the same time,
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we’ll look to generate extra value by leveraging and optimising
the volumes we don’t bring in-house with our network of
external partners.
‘We’re well aware that demand for resins is only expected to
increase,’ he adds.
‘Meanwhile, our resin manufacturing sites have extra
production capacity available. So the decision to increase our
investment in the production of resins at favourable economics
is intended to add important value to our customers and our
company,’ continues Michael.
The investment is perfectly in line with AkzoNobel’s “People.
Planet. Paint.” approach to doing business.
It will specifically contribute to the company’s officially
validated science-based sustainability target of reducing carbon
emissions across the value chain by 50 per cent by 2030. This
target is also aligned with the 1.5 deg C pathway of the Paris
Agreement.
For further information visit www.akzonobel.com
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CAD+T: OFFERING SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
FOR THE SMALLER MANUFACTURER
IF your company is a smaller manufacturer of furniture with a
collection of machines from different suppliers, you probably
take companies that present software solutions with a pinch of
salt and look for the exit the moment they start talking about
ERP, RFID and all the other abbreviations software boffins like
to throw into the conversation.
There’s a good chance you’ll have dismissed some software
companies, because their product, good though it might be, is tied
to machines you don’t have, or can’t be adapted, if you decide to
change machine brands in the future. Others might be good for
design, but aren’t so hot when it comes to production.
CAD+T is a software company that has the answers small,
bespoke manufacturers needs, as well as those who have switched
to Industry 4.0 and every one of its solutions is individually
tailored to suit what you want to do.
CAD+T offers a complete solution that starts from design – and,
being modular it can be as simple, or as all-encompassing as you
need.
‘Our new configurator is a web-based solution with a fully
automated process on the back,’ says international sales manager
for CAD+T, Florian Wonisch.
‘That means that you can generate drawings without making
a physical drawing if you provide the system with the rules you
want it to work with.
‘It will then feed that information back to a CNC for optimising
on your beam saw and all your other machines in what we call
silent mode – in the background. That’s especially good for the
bespoke kitchen furniture sector,’ adds Florian.
What’s particularly interesting is that CAD+T isn’t related to any

specific machinery suppliers. It works across the board, even if
your machines are 10 or 12 years old and you have half a dozen
different brands in your workshop.
‘We don’t know what our customers are buying. I have customers
who have six, or seven different machinery suppliers. We can
implement the software on each machine with our interface,’ says
Florian.
‘Some of our customers have machines that have no automatic
adjustments for thicknesses, or edges.
‘In such cases, we provide all the information the operator needs
on the label itself, so that adjustments can be made manually.
‘We have some customers who use barcodes, but no automatic
adjustments; others who have fully automatic, latest generation
machines and many who have upgraded their machines and taken
CAD+T with them.
‘When you decide to change a machine, we adjust everything in
the CAM interface – the post processor.
‘We switch the machine, the output files and change all the
tool set-ups to accommodate your new machine’s tooling and
capability.
‘We can do this across the Internet. In principle Covid taught
us that we can do 98 per cent of this online. It’s always best to be
on-site to check, but everything, even the initial installation, can
be carried out online,’ explains Florian.
Another big advantage of CAD+T’s solution is its modular
construction.
‘We are not selling one big product with a start price that gives
you this, this and this,’ explains Florian.

WHETHER for floor laying, exterior construction, timber
construction, or interior finishing, all trades need a compact
saw that is precise, reliable and, most importantly, completely
flexible.
With its new KSC 60 cordless sliding compound mitre saw,
Festool has done away with the cable, making this handy allrounder with Li-ion battery power and the latest generation
brushless motors a real front runner.
The latest generation of brushless EC-TEC motor, combined
with the dual battery system, ensures maximum power that lasts
the whole day.
Festool keeps on adding to its extensive range of cordless tools:
the battery-operated Kapex KSC 60 is exceptionally strong, yet
ultra-flexible in operation thanks to its mitre angles of up to 60
degrees on both sides and the bevel angle
of up to 46 degrees (on the right-hand
side), or 47 degrees (on the left-hand
side).
The twin-column guide with two
bearings ensures that the saw blade is
guided smoothly and with precision. This
makes every cut perfect, without wobbles,
or juddering.
The LED spotlight transfers the shadow
of the saw blade on to the material to
act as a precise cutting line, whilst also
providing optimum visibility of the scribe
mark.
The KSC 60 is supplied ex-works with
a dust collection bag, making it ideal for
portable use and smaller sawing jobs.

A handy bevel is also included as standard. This makes
the rapid measurement of interior and exterior angles and
subsequent transfer to the saw simple and precise.
A particularly clever detail is the additional feet, which allow
the work-bench on the KSC 60 to be raised to the exact height
of the SYS 3 M 112, or SYS 1 Systainer in just a few steps. It can
then be used as a work-bench to support long workpieces safely
and securely.

‘Our software is customised to each customer’s individual needs.
Some customers may need only a small design element and a
cutting list; others might need a complete solution with RFID
parts control, tracking, invoice control and so on.
‘What we supply depends on the modules you want to have and
what you want to achieve,’ says Florian.
As a CAD+T partner, you will receive help to optimise your
workflow and modules can be added as your business grows.
Whilst most companies will be working with PCs, Apple users
can access CAD+T via its cloud solution:
‘You can have a cloud-based solution where everything is carried
out in the Cloud. Several of our customers have moved their
whole IT environments into the Cloud, so that they don’t have to
maintain their own servers,’ concludes Florian.

For further information visit www.cadt-solutions.com

A PRECISE & FLEXIBLE COMPACT SAW

Brushless motor power – battery power that lasts all day

When it comes to power and performance, the Kapex KSC 60
does not fall short of its corded sister, the KS 60. This is down to
the perfectly harmonious interplay between battery and motor.
‘The KSC 60 features the latest generation of brushless EC-TEC
motors,’ explains product manager for saws at Festool, Boris
Seyfried.
‘It is characterised by its
compact design, low weight and
high efficiency,’ he adds.
This, together with the variable
speed preselection, means that the
saw can adapt to suit the material.
Combined with the high-quality
saw blades for wood materials,
laminate, or aluminium,
the resultant precision is no
coincidence.
The intelligent dual battery
system gives the saw more torque
and range, meaning that the KSC
60 can be operated with one, or
two 18-volt battery packs from

Festool and offers enough power for the entire working day.
The compact design, incorporating flush-mounted guide
rods, ergonomically positioned carry handles and a convenient
transport safety device, means that there is no limit to the new
KSC 60’s portability, making it ideal for use on construction sites.

Typically Festool: clever as a system

The whole package is neatly rounded off with system
accessories perfectly matched to the KSC 60.
These include saw blades for every application, which – when
combined with the speed pre-selection – guarantee a perfect
cutting result and sawing that adapts to suit the material.
The underframe for the KSC 60 is a stand and a transport
frame in one – for even easier transportation of the Kapex KSC
60. It takes the Kapex KSC 60 up to a working height that is
easier on the back and can be set up quickly and easily using a
cleverly designed folding mechanism.
You can work without interruption, using the energy set
recommended for the KSC 60.
It comes with two 5.2 Ah battery packs and a dual charger
in the new Systainer³. In the Systainer³, two batteries can be
charged at a time.

Completely covered

Festool chargers and battery packs, like all Festool tools are
completely covered by Festool SERVICE, giving you peace of
mind for your day-to-day work.
The new KSC 60 cordless sliding compound mitre saw will be
available at authorised dealers from September 2022.
For further information tel 01284 760 791.
Visit www.festool.co.uk

IDS ACQUIRED BY PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTOR, CHILTERN CAPITAL
SURFACE materials specialist distributor, IDS has announced
that it has been acquired by private equity investor, Chiltern
Capital.
IDS has been owned by Saint Gobain Building Distribution for
23 years, during which time it has grown to be one of the UK’s
largest distributor of decorative surfaces, doubled its turnover and
reported revenues in excess of £120m in 2021.
IDS supplies over 12,000 product lines specialising in flooring,
worktops, laminates, compact, panel products, solid surface and
wall panelling to a large and diverse customer base, through a
multi-channel business model servicing the kitchen, bathroom,
flooring and construction sectors.
The company has 11 regional branches, seven Makeover Centres
and an online e-commerce platform.
IDS will continue to operate with the existing management team
under managing director, John Bagshaw, who has led the business
since its formation from the merger of L Bloom and Meyer
Laminates in 1999.
The management team will be supported by the introduction

of Tony Buffin as chairman, who has previously held roles on the
boards of Travis Perkins plc and Kingfisher plc and is currently
the chairman of the Highbourne Group.
‘IDS has proved itself over two decades to be a strong business
with an ambition for growth,’ says John Bagshaw.
‘We will be building on the support and infrastructure that being
part of Saint Gobain has given us over twenty years,’ says John
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Bagshaw speaking about the recent acquisition.
‘With my experienced management team, we look forward to a
bright and dynamic future where we will take the business to the
next level.
‘It’s very much business as usual and we look forward to
continuing our partnerships with our trusted customer and
supplier base.
‘With Chiltern and Tony’s support, we will build on our leading
market position, as well as expanding our product offering, to
drive faster growth,’ concludes Mr Bagshaw.
‘We are delighted to partner with John and his management
team. With our investment and strategic support, IDS is well
positioned to accelerate the development of its product portfolio
and enhance its operational foot-print to better serve its trusted
customers and suppliers,’ adds Joe Bennett of Chiltern Capital.

For further information visit www.idsurfaces.co.uk
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FLEXIBLE SURFACE COATING
FOR 1001 FUNCTIONAL DOORS

RWD Schlatter, the Swiss market leader for functional doors in
the contract sector, does not focus on standards in volume, but
on variety.
This variety must be produced in the shortest possible time and
in the most diverse quantities – starting from a single door batch in a customer-oriented manner.
Cost awareness and quality aspects, as well as a higher flexibility
in the production process were decisive reasons to carry out the
surface treatment in-house via a modern door coating line.
For this purpose, the production hall at the headquarters in
Rockwill was expanded and a door finishing line from Venjakob,
which was individually adapted to the customer’s needs, was set
up and put into operation during ongoing production.
In Switzerland, the requirements for manufacturers of functional
doors are particularly challenging. Due to the small scale of urban
development and the diversity of buildings, there is less demand
for standard options in the commercial sector, but for a wide range
of doors.
RWD Schlatter develops and produces door blanks for fire,
smoke and sound protection for general contractors, architects,
module builders and other specialised trades.
With in-house product development and its own testing
laboratories accredited to European standards, as well as a
high degree of automation in the production process, RWD
Schlatter wants to serve its customers individually and efficiently.
According to the company, about 80,000 door blanks are
produced per year.
External surface treatment cost-intensive
Before deciding to coat the doors in-house, the door
manufacturer resorted to external partners. This proved to be
too costly according to head of process and process technology
at RWD Schlatter, Anton Zöchbauer. In addition, according to
Anton, the quality was not as good as it is now.
‘The raw door leaves had to be shipped to the external paintshop via a freight forwarder and then transported back again for
finishing. This often resulted in damage during transport. This
had an impact on quality,’ explains Anton.
‘The same applies to the fact that hand spray coating does not
meet the market standard for an industrial surface,’ he explains.
Anton Zöchbauer was able to assure himself of the improved
surface quality at the Venjakob technical centre in Germany
before the order was placed.
There, a batch of door blanks was coated on the Ven Spray
Perfect spray coating machine and compared with the batch from
the previous suppliers.
The door manufacturer was particularly impressed by the exact
reproducibility of the surface quality, which is only possible with
an automatic spray coating machine.
Commission production requires high flexibility
Door production for the contract business at RWD Schlatter is
based on the “Tannenbaum”-principle/stage concept.
Depending on the order, the stacks of door blanks to be
processed are completely different in length, width, thickness and
material, as well as in their requirements for coating and further
assembly. This had to be considered by the machine manufacturer,
Venjakob during the planning phase.
The customer wanted a complete package: a highly dynamic,
flexible surface finishing centre with a high degree of automation
and possible interface integration of a sanding machine from a
third-party manufacturer.

Venjakob took over as general contractor and developed an
economical overall concept, starting with the conveyor technology
and the control system through to the heart of the spray coating
system with a sophisticated colour management system that has
extremely short colour change times.
Surface coating in batch operation
Since May 2020, the automatic door coating line from Venjakob
has been coating approximately 95 per cent of doors and 5 per
cent of door panels, lining strips and door bolts, partly in threeshift operation.
As requested by RWD Schlatter, a stand-alone wide-belt sander
from Weber was fully integrated into the line.
A Venjakob door edge sanding machine, which sands both the
longitudinal and the top edge in continuous operation, rounds off
the sanding process without compromise. The complete surface
coating system operates in batch mode.
This means that within a batch, doors and door elements are
coated in the same way and dried uniformly. Mainly 2K waterbased UV coating systems are used.
Within a batch, there can be any number of parts of different
lengths, as long they have the same thickness, remain within a
certain size (5,500 mm x 1,600 mm) and the maximum weight per
batch remains below 300 kg.
As a rule, two doors with a maximum door length of 2,600mm
are run one behind the other on one batch. Longer doors are run
individually per batch.
In the case of door stacks which vary greatly in their sequence, it
is also possible to run with only one door batch sizes, if there is no
other option.
Variable drying system for different coating materials
The drying system of the coating line with four different drying
units is also designed for variability. This means that different
types of coatings can be used with different conditions in terms of
drying time and type.
A distinction was made between three scenarios:

1. Always the same type of coating.
2. Coating systems that dry quickly, as well as stains.
3. Coating systems that require long drying times, such as special
colours or special coating types. These can be coated as last in the
late afternoon hours, dry overnight in the 10-level dryer and be
stacked directly manually in the morning.
Fast colour changes and paint recovery
If you want to respond flexibly to customers’ design wishes,
you need a spray coating machine that is designed for all colours,
which can implement fast colour changes and one which delivers
reproducible surface quality.
The installed fully automatically controllable spray coating
machine is equipped with a re-inforced high-performance linear
drive and can be operated with up to 12 spray guns.
The gun speed is continuously adjustable and sprays at the
same speed across the entire working width. All spray guns are
connected to a circular flushing system for fast spray material
changes.
In order to ensure that as much coating material as possible can
be used, the belt cleaning system has been equipped with a V-rake
device for returning the coating from the belt to the container.
A special colour management system for 2K and 3K coatings was
also installed. This enables fully automatic colour changes within a
very short time.
One of the reasons for this is that the relevant components have
been “piggybacked” to the rear of the spraying machine above the
axis with very short paint lines.
Should a system malfunction occur, it can be diagnosed via a
remote maintenance system. This enables rapid assistance.
In order to support quality control, several digital cameras
have also been installed to monitor the entire machine line. All
components required for maintenance are easily accessible, or easy
to remove.
First co-operation with Venjakob
For RWD Schlatter, this was the first time that they had worked
with Venjakob. Project manager, Anton Zöchbauer became aware
of the machine builder, due to the good references in the door
manufacturing and furniture industries. With RWD Schlatter,
Venjakob now has another good reference.
‘Our requirements were fully met according to the specified
parameters. The support and service after final acceptance was
also very flexible and top in every respect, says Anton, confirming
the good performance of the Venjakob team.
The following components are included in the overall “door
coating line” concept:
. Conveyor technology, designed for batch operation.
. Door edge sanding machine.
. Wide-belt sanding machine.
. Dust removal system for use after sanding.
. Spraying machine with special colour management system,
designed for 2K or 3K technology.
. Dryer: flash dryer, 10-level dryer with longitudinal flow
method, nozzle drying channel, UV drying channel; control
panel.
. Remote diagnosis system.
. Supply air system incl. humidification.

For further information tel Venjakob GmbH & Co KG on
00 49 5242 9603. Visit www.venjakob.com
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HOLZ-HANDWERK: THE HIGHLIGHTS
OF THE 2022 ANNIVERSARY EDITION
AT THE 20th edition of Holz-Handwerk, the focus will be on
personal encounters and networking, discovering and trying
out new products and solutions and gaining inspiration and
know-how.
The European trade fair for machine technology, equipment
and supplies for the secondary wood processing segment will
take place as a one-off summer edition from July 12-15 2022 at
the Exhibition Centre in Nuremberg, as always co-located with
Fensterbau Frontale, which you can visit using the same ticket.
In this anniversary year, visitors will not only enjoy the trade
show in the usual seven exhibition halls, but can also look
forward to a new highlight in the supporting programme, with
the debut of a forum on digitalisation.
A practical guide to digitisation for craftspeople – but how?
Holz-Handwerk is providing support to carpenters on their
journey into the digital world. The new forum, “A Practical
Guide To Digitisation For Craftspeople”, offers participants the
opportunity to meet experts, share information, make contacts,
and gain new inspiration, insights and ideas.
It is taking place in Hall 8 for the first time as part of HolzHandwerk and Fensterbau Frontale 2022 and will explore topics
tailored to the requirements of this skilled trade.
With a combination of product presentations and short
TED-style talks, the forum offers information on the key
topics of efficiency and productivity, staff and leadership and
collaboration and communication with customers.
Professional development and careers in the woodworking
trade
The shortage of skilled personnel is also an issue of concern to
the wood processing sector.
The Holz-Handwerk Campus therefore offers a key platform
for training and professional development. Vocational colleges,
universities and advanced training establishments will present
information on their courses in Hall 12.
For the first time, a Job Board at Holz-Handwerk will connect
skilled personnel to companies with job vacancies.
The power of ideas – bringing ideas to life!
As co-sponsor of Holz-Handwerk, Fachverband
Schreinerhandwerk (the Bavarian Carpentry Association) will
host the special show, DesignObjekt – ObjektDesign, in Hall 9,
offering an interactive information platform with practical tips in
line with this year’s focus, Macht DER Idee – Macht DIE Idee – a
play on words in German: the power of ideas is bringing ideas to
life.
It means that the carpenter is responsible for realising a
customer’s idea, which will succeed well if the idea is powerful
and creative.

It will focus on the creative aspects of the trade and the process
of taking the customer’s idea and developing it into a creative
product through the guidance and skill of the carpenter.
Experience the strength of the sector …
… at the Innovation Made In Germany pavilion. The German
Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action
provides funding to help start-ups and young companies take
part in leading international fairs, such as Holz-Handwerk.
At this pavilion, visitors can meet and chat with young
companies and discover novel and innovative processes,
products and solutions.
A successful concept for the past 30 years
Holz-Handwerk took place in Nuremberg in combination
with Fensterbau Frontale for the first time in 1992, initially as an
annual event and, subsequently, every two years.
‘Since then, Holz-Handwerk has become the must-do event for
carpenters, joiners and cabinetmakers from all over Europe,’ says
director of Holz-Handwerk, Stefan Dittrich, commenting on the
importance of the exhibition.
‘If anyone had said to me at the close of the 19th round in
March 2018 that our 20th anniversary event would also be a
summer edition, I would not have put any bets on it happening!’
says Dittrich, reflecting on turbulent times.
‘Following a pandemic-induced break of 1571 days, we can now

sense the massive excitement among our customers, as they look
forward to their industry gathering.
‘There is a great need to find out about trends and innovations,
try out machines and tools and discuss topical issues, such as
rising energy costs, material shortages, or price increases with
other industry professionals.
‘Valuable chance encounters and spontaneous brainstorming
sessions that result in business ideas and alliances can only
happen in live, face-to-face settings.
‘The Holz-Handwerk teams at NürnbergMesse and at the
VDMA are making the final preparations for the event and
cordially invite all exhibitors and visitors to come and celebrate
with this special edition and reunion of the industry,’ adds Stefan
Dittrich.
Get the Holz-Handwerk App
An App has been developed to make it easy to plan your trade
fair visit: exhibitors and products can be bookmarked in a wish
list, while a dynamic floor plan helps you navigate your way
round the venue.
In addition, App users receive push notifications if there are any
changes to an item on their personal wish list.
For further information visit
www.holz-handwerk.de/tickets

VENJAKOB TO PARTICIPATE IN
HOLZ-HANDWERK 2022
At this year’s Holz-Handwerk in Nuremberg, Venjakob
Maschinenbau will focus on the VEN SPRAY ONE.
As a sensible replacement, or as a supplement to your handheld spray booth and the growing demands for reliability
and quality, Venjakob Maschinenbau offers an interesting
alternative with the VEN SPRAY ONE model.
The compact spray coating machine is specially designed for

the needs of entry-level users.
The extra-large touch screen and the self-explanatory user
interface of the control make machine operation easier.
The stand-alone solution has an integrated control cabinet.
This means that commissioning can be carried out quickly and
easily, which saves installation costs and time.
The solid and inexpensive technology convinces the users of
the performance and surface quality produced.
The entry-level model is in no way inferior to the
professional range in terms of design and energy
efficiency.
It also has a large-volume spray booth and longlasting, energy-efficient LEDs.
The VEN SPRAY ONE is designed for the use of
four spray guns.
In order to achieve reproducible quality, recipes
can be stored in the system control and called up
quickly and easily.
The cleaning effort of the coating machine is very
low and it is equipped with a paper belt transport.
With its new coating system, Venjakob meets the
requirements of carpenters and craft businesses.
The time has come to break new ground. Those
interested can find out more about the VEN
SPRAY ONE on display at the Holz-Handwerk in
Nuremberg in Hall 11, Stand 201.

Future-oriented coating technology: energyefficient + high-performance.
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Furthermore, Venjakob invites visitors to Holz-Handwerk to
rethink coating processes.
Resource shortage, environmental protection and sustainability
are buzzwords that are on everyone’s lips.
Venjakob is happy to take up these topics at the trade fair and
provide information on what the company has done to optimize
users’ production processes with its technology. For example, by
installing an innovative, resource-saving recirculation system
in the large-capacity booth of the VEN SPRAY PERFECT spray
coating machine; for the application of water-based coating
materials.
This has proven to save heating energy and reduce
environmental emissions. An integrated air humidification
system for highest coating quality with low energy consumption
has also been added.
The experts for surface technology are looking forward
to interesting requirements in the course of the exhibition.
Venjakob will be happy to discuss individual approaches to
solutions, or to present realized projects. As, for example, for the
construction elements and building materials industry, for which
the family-owned company is a reliable partner.
For the staircase manufacturer with batch size 1 as well as
for the industrial door coating with feed rates of up to 20 m /
minute.
Hall 11.0 / booth 201, www.venjakob.com
For further information tel Venjakob on 00 49 5242 9603.
Visit www.venjakob.com
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BIESSE CREATES DEDICATED TEAMS TO
FOCUS ON DIFFERING CUSTOMER NEEDS

BIESSE Group UK, a leader in machining technology, has
announced a commercial restructure that will significantly
enhance the customer experience and support the company’s
ambitious growth plans.
The remodelled commercial business will comprise two
distinct teams that have been structured around customer
requirements: one will focus on stand-alone machines and
the other on key accounts and larger, more complex projects
involving conveying, integrated lines, full factory layouts and
automation.
This binary structure makes provision for the contrasting
sales, project management and servicing approaches that are
required for these two customer groups.
It will ensure that all customers benefit from a streamlined
service delivered by a responsive, accessible team that is solely
focused on their needs and commands specialist knowledge of
their sectors.
‘A wide range of different factors fed into Biesse’s decision
to restructuree the business,’ explains Biesse Group UK chief

executive officer, Steve Bulmer.
‘More and more of our customers are looking to automate and
they are looking for a very different relationship versus those
customers who come to us for individual machine purchases,’ he
adds.
‘With the previous structure, the commercial team was having
to switch between the two. This was not only resulting in a level
of responsiveness we weren’t happy with, but was also restricting
our ability to capitalise on the growing demand for automation.
‘Creating two dedicated teams will allow us to do a much
better job for our customers and to realise the vision we have for
our UK business,’ concludes Mr Bulmer.
Paul Willsher, formerly brand sales manager CNC & Drilling,
will head up the machinery sales team, as UK commercial
director, Wood. Under his leadership, the team will be charged
with growing sales of Biesse’s wood processing machines and
delivering a world-class customer experience.
Paul joined Biesse seven years ago as an area sales manager
and has vast experience in programming and
operating CNC machinery in the joinery, shop
fitting and office furniture sectors.
His team of six area sales managers, between
them covering the entire UK, will be the first
point of contact for customers. They will be
supported by three brand sales managers, who
have the in-depth machine knowledge to provide
technical assistance and prescribe the best,
application-specific solution.
‘From many years in the wood manufacturing
industry, I completely understand the challenges
that our customers face,’ says Paul.
‘I am looking forward to drawing on this
experience to drive a team that is committed to
helping customers arrive at machining solutions
that will address their pain points.
Left to right, Biesse’s Andre Myers, Steve Bulmer and Paul Willsher.
‘By having a dedicated team that is singularly

focused on this outcome, we have the best possible chance
of supporting our customers and delivering growth for the
business,’ concludes Paul.
André Myers, formerly a regional sales manager, will be
responsible for the new Key Accounts & Integrated Systems
team, as systems & key accounts director.
Prior to joining Biesse 12 years ago, André was part of the
senior management team at a furniture manufacturing company
and went on to run his own furniture business, giving him
a commercial grounding that has since proved crucial when
supporting customers on major investment decisions.
Thanks to the new structure, customers under his charge will
have a dedicated point of contact and a direct line to the Group’s
technical team in Italy, facilitating the smooth handling of
processes, such as factory testing, commissioning and logistics
for an enhanced customer experience.
‘System integration projects require a long-term partnership
approach,’ says André.
‘Our customers need to be dealing with specialists who can
advise on layouts, capacity, ROI and so on, together with
large projects spanning several months need to be carefully
structured and managed to minimise downtime and risk.
Our dedicated systems team is looking forward to providing
the continuity and knowledge that these projects demand,’
concludes André.
The formation of the new key accounts & integrated systems
team reflects a wider automation and digitalisation trend that is
gaining traction across the UK’s materials processing industries.
With this new model, Biesse is perfectly placed to help
customers improve operating efficiency and deskill complex
processes through digital transformation and automation in
their machining operations.
For further information tel Biesse on 01327 300366.
Visit www.biesse.com

MICROVELLUM & BIESSE PROVIDING THE RIGHT RECIPE
FOR KITCHEN MANUFACTURING

MICROVELLUM software has proved the
perfect fit for The Kitchen Works, streamlining
its processes and delivering on flexibility and
freedom for the team.
The Kitchen Works is a leading kitchen
manufacturer, based in Gateshead in the North
East. With over 25 years of experience in kitchen
design, manufacture and supply, the company’s
products are built to the highest standards,
utilising the latest software and machinery in its
state-of-the-art factory.
According to company director, Graeme
Latimer his 35 members of staff are producing
around 100 kitchens per week and supplying
studios throughout the UK.
‘We have a reputation for helping bring our
clients’ vision to life, no matter the complexity.
These days, making that happen is easy. Not too
long ago, that wasn’t always the case,’ says Graeme.
In 2014, after learning the manufacturing
software that had been relied on for years was no
longer being supported, Graeme and his team set
out on a mission to find an alternative solution.
‘Our old software worked well for our basic
needs. Projects were completed on time and
our clients were happy with our work. I must
admit, we were dealing with too many issues that
required constant attention,’ explains Graeme.
The requirements for the new software seemed
simple enough to Graeme – it had to provide the
flexibility to create specialty units. It had to enable
his team the freedom to provide clients what they
wanted without feeling “boxed in” or limited in
any way.
It also had to be capable of producing code for
all the company’s CNC machinery – removing

the need for secondary software and/or manual
program modifications on the factory floor.
Most importantly, the solution needed to be
capable of receiving project data from other
design software – eliminating the need for
redundant processes related to secondary
project creation and the re-entering of cabinet
specifications.
‘We looked at a few different software packages
but, ultimately, chose Microvellum because of its
flexible cabinet libraries, engineering tools and
power to support our order workflows,’ explains
Graeme.
‘Nearly every project we put through to
production will have a unit that does not exist in
our catalogue. Using Microvellum, we can create
these units with relative ease.
‘We have a seamless process from the moment
the order is approved by the client with no need
for any intervention, or modification. Project data
is imported, work orders are produced and CNC
machine programs are automatically generated
for all our machines,’ adds Graeme.
The Kitchen Works factory is equipped with
CNC machinery from Biesse. It includes three
Biesse Selco beam saws, a Biesse Rover B pointto-point, a Biesse Insider FT2 and a Brema
Eko 2.2. CNC programs are created within
Microvellum and distributed to each machine on
the factory floor.
Today, Microvellum and Biesse are at the heart
of the manufacturing processes at The Kitchen
Works. According to Graeme, they found the
“perfect recipe” for kitchen cabinet manufacturing
and the business is thriving.

For further information tel Biesse on 01327 300366. Visit www.biesse.com
For further information on Microvellem visit www.microvellum.com
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SPECIALIST IN THE PROVISION
OF BIOMASS BOILERS
& POWER PLANTS

THE global energy situation is
characterised by limited natural Mawera
wood combustion systems – innovative
wood-firing systems up to 8,000kW gas
and oil reserves as consumption increases.
In addition, increasing CO2 emissions
heat the earth’s atmosphere and thus lead to
climate change.
This forces a responsible use of existing
resources and requires more efficiency and
the increased use of renewable energies.
Biomass plays a unique role here. It
provides most renewable energy, is steadily
available and, unlike wind and solar power,
it can be stored and used as needed.
Wood as a fuel remains cost-effective
in unpredictable energy prices, burns
CO2 neutral and, in conjunction with
sustainable forestry, helps implement
environmental and economic goals.
As a specialist for biomass boilers and
power plants in the power range up to
8,000kW, Mawera Holzfeuerungsanlagen
GmbH is one of the leading full-service
providers in this industry.
Mawera Holzfeuerungsanlagen focuses
on the conception and implementation of
biomass plants for industrial, commercial
and municipal customers.

With an export share of around 88 per
cent of sales, the company is internationally
orientated, with more than 5,000 plants in
operation in Europe alone.
Mawera Holzfeuerungsanlagen was
founded in 1975 as Mawera and currently
employs around 120 people in Austria.
From boilers through to fuel delivery
systems and exhaust gas cleaning, all wood
fuels are suitable.
Essential features include the different
firing systems, which are individually
planned for each project and tailored to the
customer’s needs.
Depending on the heat demand, hot
water, steam, or thermal boilers are
available. Mawera supplies the tailor-made
systems turnkey and also provides the
necessary accessories.
Services such as conception and
assembly, organisation emission
measurements and the renovation of old
plants complete the offer.
As the leading international supplier
of biomass heating technology systems,
the Mawera company offers a complete
program for all energy source and
performance ranges.

For further information tel Mawera on 01543 258844.
Visit www.mawera.co.uk
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RHI AND ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS
FOR ALL THOSE PRODUCING OF WASTE WOOD
ECS (Environmental Compliance Solutions), based in
Staffordshire, offers compliance services specifically to waste
wood and biomass boiler operators. Company founder and
director, Amy Fielding (pictured) has been working within
the waste to energy market since the mid 1990s.
The main focus of the company is supporting participants
of the NDRHI (Non Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive),
to ensure that they are meeting ongoing obligations to the
scheme and relevant environmental regulations. The aim is to
adopt a proactive approach and protect their biomass boiler
investment.
There are a number of elements to take care of, some of which
include: correct fuel reporting, BSL (Biomass Suppliers Listing),
fuel quality and contamination, permitting and planning.
Ofgem, the administrators of the RHI scheme, is obliged to
ensure that participants adhere to the regulations and ECS are
best placed to help with this.
The regulatory requirements for the installation and

operation of biomass boilers have tightened up significantly
since they have become a popular investment to use on-site
generated waste wood and produce energy, rather than sending
to landfill. This is to ensure that the fuel used is suitable for
the plant design and does not have a detrimental effect on air
quality.
There are new fuel quality standards being introduced in
April this year and it is essential that operators of biomass
boilers can prove that
they can meet them.
This will either be by
applying to Woodsure,
who manage the BSL
(Biomass Suppliers
Listing), or selfreporting to Ofgem.
ECS can also assist
with waste wood
classification.

If you are a participant of the RHI scheme and using waste
wood as a fuel, it is important you can demonstrate to Ofgem
that the fuel meets the regulations in terms of biogenic content
and as listed on the RHI emissions certificate, or environmental
permit. ECS works with a highly respected UKAS accredited
fuels analysis company, complementing their compliance
offering.
Amy Fielding is also part of the REA (Renewable Energy
Association) Wood Heat Form Steering Group committee and
the Woodsure (BSL) Fuel Quality and Waste Advisory Panel,
meaning that she and her colleagues are kept abreast of RHI
and environmental policy.
ECS offers a flexible and pragmatic approach towards helping
operators of biomass and waste wood boilers, from ongoing
support subscriptions to one-off compliance works.
For further information tel; Amy Fielding on 01785 859225.
Visit www.envirocompliant.co.uk

DIVERSIFICATION & NEW PARTNERS SEE FLAMEFAST
EXTRACTION SOLUTIONS GAINING MOMENTUM
WITH more than 30 years’ experience in fume and dust
extraction, Flamefast Extraction Solutions (FXS) is able
to design, supply and install a far-reaching range of wood
waste, dust extraction and fume extraction products, spray
booths/spray rooms and engineering solutions to suit a host
of applications.
FXS carries out everything from duct work and system
design, planned maintenance contracts and LEV and servicing,
to reactive breakdown visits, LEV monitors manufacture
and installation, as well as intelligent extraction-on-demand
systems.
‘During the past 18-months business has remained very
buoyant across all divisions of Flamesfast and we are now
capitalising on a significant opportunity presented within the
industrial extraction sector,’ says group managing director,

Steve Swinden, speaking on behalf of the company.
‘In recent months we have seen significant growth and
diversification through our intelligent and select employment
strategy.
‘We are also rebranding for the future of the business and
building a team around the new management structure –
driving the business forward with the full backing of the group,’
adds Mr Swinden.
‘Working with select industry partners, we are extremely
proud to have been selected as the UK installation and service
partner for the Schuko brand,’ says FXS managing director,
Jane Warburton.
‘Schuko is a brand well known to our Industrial Dust
Extraction General Manager, Andy Hives and the trust between
Andy and Schuko built up over several years made it an easy
decision for Schuko to award FXS as their official partner for
the UK,’ adds Jane.
‘Adopting Smart Air to provide energy-efficient dust
extraction systems was a no-brainer for Andy and head
electrical engineer at FXS, Nick Fisher,’ Jane continues.
‘Our industry knowledge and new partnership with Smart Air
will see the introduction of this technology into new industrial
sectors, providing a fantastic opportunity to provide energy
efficient dust extraction systems, future-proofing significant
capital investment in dust extraction systems and equipment.
‘Capitalising on the management’s industry experience,
it is vital that we become recognised for the quality of our

workmanship and the products we supply.
‘Given the bespoke nature of the services we offer, lead times
are difficult to quote, but we can tailor make the package
around the customer’s needs,’ says Jane.
‘For breakdowns when timing is obviously critical, our team
of engineers pride themselves on the ability to react as soon as
the call comes in.
‘We are working with our supply chain to build a stockholding of all critical components in Warrington to prevent any
lengthy down times for stricken customers.
‘For capital equipment we can easily work within the supply
times of the manufactures of woodworking equipment to
ensure the smooth connection into new, or existing dust
extraction systems.
‘Our engineers are based throughout the country to ensure
the customer experience is one to remember and recommend,’
says Jane.
With a full roster of products and services, Jane points out
that the company’s main strength is its people.
‘We have three offices within the UK – the head office in
Warrington, a sales office and warehouse in Sheffield and we
also have an office in Paisley, Scotland,’ concludes Jane.
For further information tel Flamefast Extraction Solutions
on 01925 281230.
Visit www.flamefastextractionsolutions.co.uk

NESTRO PROVIDES A NEW RELIABLE FILTER
SYSTEM FOR DOOR MANUFACTURER
VIRTUOSO fabricates and manufactures doors in a large
range of styles and finishes to suit every application from its
120,000ft2 factory in the North East of England.
Virtuoso Doors has experienced significant growth as a
company and has now made a commitment to helping its
customers achieve the same kind of growth.
The team achieves this by offering market-leading products,
ensuring that it stays at the forefront of industry developments
and reacts early to any anticipated market changes.
Nestro Lufttecknik GmbH from Schkölen in Thuringia,
Germany, undertook the challenge to provide a new reliable filter
system for the new production facility.
The company has been in business for more than 40 years and
is known in Europe and beyond for its high-quality products and
services.
For this purpose, Nestro used a NSJ 11/5-48 vacuum filter
consisting of six elements with jet compressed air cleaning. This
filter has a modular structure and can therefore be expanded at
any time with additional filter modules and additional fans.
The initially installed system has dimensions of 7,226mm in
length, 2,827mm in width and 12,448mm in height. The screw
conveyer transports the material to an Atex rotary valve where
it is safely discharged. Having passed the EW 90 test, this filter
could even be placed up to a metre away from a non-combustible
building wall.
The filter is equipped with five high-quality energy-saving

negative pressure fans designed for a total air volume
>90.000m³/h.
‘In addition, a pre-assembly chamber ensures that dust and
chips fall mainly directly on to the screw conveyer without
blocking the filter hoses, which saves energy and compressed air
for cleaning,’ explains regional sales manager, Martin Duchowski.
‘The filter elements are equipped with high quality anti-static
filter material where a residual dust content of <0.1 mg / m³ can
be guaranteed. So, the air is returned into the building to lower
the heating cost. The return-air system is as well equipped with
an explosion panel for additional security,’ adds Mr Duchowski.
For the customer, the implemented negative pressure system
means significant advantages in terms of energy efficiency and
noise emissions.
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Closed high-performance impellers could be used for the five
clean gas fans used. Compared to raw gas fans, up to 30 per cent
higher efficiency can be achieved.
The frequency converter used for one of the fans enables
the total fan output to be precisely adjusted to the actual air
requirement. With a changing simultaneity factor, considerable
energy cost savings can be expected compared to conventional
controls.
The soft start system prevents current peaks when starting
work in production.
A clean gas fan is not subject to wear and tear, because it only
transports clean air. This also means a reduced risk of fire, as no
metal particles can reach the fan impeller.
In order to reduce assembly times Nestro can deliver its filter
systems pre-assembled, as was the case at Virtuoso Doors. The
mounting time is reduced significantly, which makes things
easier for the organisation of the build-up.
Founded in 1977, Nestro® Lufttechnik GmbH is one of the
largest established European manufacturers of extraction and
filter technology products and systems, downstream heating
technology and surface engineering (extraction of grinding dust
and paint mist), as well as sorting and disposal technology. More
than 150 employees are engaged in development and production.
For further information visit www.nestro.com
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ISSUE 40 OUT NOW!

IF YOU WISH TO VIEW THE PREVIOUS
12 ISSUES OF KITCHEN MAKER
VISIT THE MAGAZINE’S WEBSITE:

www.kitchen-maker.co.uk
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